About the Cover:
A Helmholtz-type, single-turn coil (shown on the cover) provides the seed field in which the laser target is immersed during laserdriven, magnetic-flux-compression experiments on OMEGA. In these experiments, 40 OMEGA beams compress an 860‑nmdiam, cylindrical CH shell (in the center of this photo) filled with D2 gas. It is expected that in the process, the seed magnetic
field will be trapped and amplified by the highly conductive converging plasma. The dimensions of the coil are optimized for the
beam irradiation geometry of the experiment. Magnetic-flux compression with lasers is expected to facilitate implosions where
megagauss fields will—by inhibiting the electron thermal transport—reduce the thermal losses out of the hot spot. This can provide for implosions with higher gain (or lower-ignition-energy requirements) than what is possible with conventional ICF. The
generation of super-strong magnetic fields can also be used in a variety of nonfusion experiments such as laboratory astrophysics,
material science, etc.

The top photo on the left shows the magneto-inertial fusion
energy delivery system (MIFEDS) that is being tested in the
diagnostic TIM (ten-inch manipulator) facility. MIFEDS, a
10-T magnetic-pulse generator, is the main piece of enabling
technology for laser-driven, magnetic-flux-compression experiments. Two members of the magneto-inertial fusion (MIF)
team—postdoctoral researcher Orlin Gotchev (left) and graduate student Neo Jang (both with the Department of Mechanical
Engineering and LLE)—are preparing the device (inset) for
upcoming experiments on OMEGA. The other TIM facility
members include Professor Riccardo Betti (MIF project leader)
and Dr. James Knauer (LLE senior scientist).

This report was prepared as an account of work conducted by
the Laboratory for Laser Energetics and sponsored by New
York State Energy Research and Development Authority, the
University of Rochester, the U.S. Department of Energy, and
other agencies. Neither the above named sponsors, nor any of
their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus,
product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would
not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any
specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name,
mark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily conPrinted in the United States of America
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stitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring
by the United States Government or any agency thereof or any
other sponsor. Results reported in the LLE Review should not
be taken as necessarily final results as they represent active
research. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein
do not necessarily state or reflect those of any of the above
sponsoring entities.
The work described in this volume includes current research
at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, which is supported by
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority,
the University of Rochester, the U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Inertial Confinement Fusion under Cooperative
Agreement No. DE-FC03-92SF19460, and other agencies.
For questions or comments, contact Igor Igumenshchev,
Editor, Laboratory for Laser Energetics, 250 East River Road,
Rochester, NY 14623-1299, (585) 275-4792.
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